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METADOX
METADOX is an online play to earn game where players
can play, create, own, and govern a virtual world. It is one
of the most rewarding games online on the blockchain.
It combines open-world space sim with fast-paced
action and a captivating story. Not only do holders of the
token (DOX) earn passive income just for holding, they
will also be able to purchase in-game avatars,
wearables,weapons, vehicles and skillsets while
exploring the metaverse. Also players will be able to
deploy already owned NFTs and use in-game.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

DAO
Metadox is a member-owned community game (Decentralised
Autonomous Organization) with no centralized leadership.
Every DOX token holder is in fact a member of the
Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO). To participate
in the governance process, DAO members will have to stake
their DOX token. Only deposited DOX can be charged for votes.
By participating in the voting process.

NATIVE TOKEN
DOX is the Native token of Metadox. It is used to play Metadox,
mint nfts, for staking, payment on the marketplace and for
providing liquidity on exchanges.

MARKETPLACE 
On the Metadox marketplace, holders will be able to trade NFTs,
purchase NFTs, gear, weapons, vehicles , etc and use in game. 



BINANCE SMART-CHAIN
(BSC) 

Our blockchain of choice is the Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
Network because of its low fees and the fact that it is emerging
as a leading blockchain network. BSC is fully EVM compatible. It
supports one of the most popular DeFi wallets – Metamask.

METADOX (DOX) token was launched on November 17 2021 on
the Binance Smart Chain Network, and was launched on
Pancakeswap , granting every party a fair opportunity in
participation of a Fair Launch.



 TOKENOMICS

100 T 2% 4% 6%
TOTAL SUPPLY LIQUIDITY HOLDERS BUY BACK

DOX is the native token of Metadox. Our blockchain of choice is the Binance Smart
Chain (BSC) Network because of low fees and the fact that it is emerging as a leading
blockchain network. BSC is fully EVM compatible. It supports one of the most popular
DeFi wallets – Metamask.
 
 Token Name :      METADOX
 
Token Ticker :      DOX
 
Contract Address : 0xb6333f29aaa41450c42f541055a11befe1ce9890
 
Total Supply :       100,000,000,000,000 
 
Maximum Supply :  100,000,000,000,000
 
Circulating Supply : 60,000,000,000,000
 
 
HOLDERS
Holders of DOX tokens deserve to be appreciated and so e are happy to have a 4% tax
that goes directly to our holders because they are our most valuable asset. 

AUTO LP
With the 2% tax we are able to provide funds constantly going to the liquidity pool
which is profitable for the holders and the projects aswell.

BUY BACK
The DOX token has a built-in buyback function which plays a key role. When engaged,
it reduces supply and increases demand, resulting in an immediate rise in price .

BURN
The tokens purchased through buyback are burned in a strategic manner. This ensures
that the price per token will rise every time a buyback is performed because each
activation reduces supply, increasing demand for what's left of the current circulation.



FACTIONS IN THE GAME
Choose between 8 different factions in the battle against the
Zogenouts like, The Phantom Unit, Freedom Alliance,
Conglomerate of Phantoms, The Grand Union, Ironpikes, Night
Oath, Golden Force and Redclouds.

VISION OF 3D METADOX
METAVERSE
Our vision is a holistic approach to the development of the 3D
Metadox Metaverse. Users will be able to interact with each
other within the offered environment. Actions include token
interaction directly from within the application.

GAMING PLATFORM/
DEVICE
Metadox game will initially be available to play on PC, while the
mobile version will be developed at a later date.

GAME PLAY/ MODE
The game plays modes Metadox will adopt are the PVP (Player
vs Player) and the PVE ( Player vs Enviroment) mode.



Create Telegram
Create Twitter page
Create Medium
Marketing
Token Presale 
List on exchanges 
Airdrop

PHASE 2

Develop NFT Marketplace 
NFT whitelisting
NFT Airdrops

PHASE 3

Develop Website
Test Website 
Create Game Token 
Token Launch

PHASE 1

PROJECT ROADMAP



NFT Launch 
Game Development
Game Testnet 
Early Access 
Game Launch

PHASE 4

WHERE TO PURCHASE DOX
DOX can be purchased buy clicking the pancakeswap or
poocoin link on the homepage of the official website.

PARTNERS/ PARTNERSHIPS
Metadox project partners can be found on the our partners
section of the official website - https://www.metadoxclub.com/

 We are also open to new partnerships from members of the
public and anyone interested in partnering with us should send
us an email on info@metadoxclub.com 

https://www.metadoxclub.com/
mailto:info@metadoxclub.com


CONSIDERATIONS
WHITEPAPER V1.0 Whitepaper document will be updated
accordingly to our roadmap development milestones. The
METADOX team encourages every user to do their own due
diligence check on this project, consult your financial advisor
before making any investment decisions. By purchasing any
Metadox (DOX) product, you agree that you are not purchasing
a security or investment, and you agree to hold the team
harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur.
You also agree that the team presents the products on an “as is”
basis and is not required to provide any support or services. You
should have no expectation of any form from the Metadox
Project and its team. Metadox is a community driven 3D
Metaverse NFT Ecosystem. The team strongly recommends that
citizens in areas with government bans on Crypto do not
purchase it because the team cannot ensure compliance with
your territory regulatory bodies. Always make sure that you
comply with your country’s financial laws and regulations
before making any purchase.

REACH US ON
Website - https://www.metadoxclub.com
Join our telegram - https://t.me/metadoxclub 
Twitter - https://twitter.com/metadoxclub 
Email - info@metadoxclub.com
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